
Core Mathematics is a qualification for students who want to keep up their valuable mathematics skills but are
not planning to take A Level Mathematics. It is a Level 3 course and is equivalent to an AS Level in terms of
UCAS points. Students who study Core Mathematics develop the mathematical, quantitative and statistical
skills to be better prepared for work, life and further study. The course is designed to enable students to
retain, deepen and extend their knowledge and skills from GCSE, as well as studying and applying new,
relevant Level 3 material. You will study Core Maths as half of your '4th option' in Year 12, and will sit the
examination in the summer, leaving you free to focus on your other A Levels or an EPQ in Year 13.

Core Mathematics is a particularly relevant option if your other subject choices are any of the
following: Geography, Business, Chemistry, Biology, Engineering or Economics. You should seriously consider
taking Core Mathematics if you are taking any of these other subjects and are not taking A Level
Mathematics. Anyone hoping to be a primary school teacher or work in nursing can benefit from Core
Mathematics as well. Even if you are considering arts courses, you would find Core Mathematics valuable
because competence in applying mathematical thinking boosts employability in almost all careers and is very
useful for understanding the world we live in and making decisions based on evidence.

The course is studied over one year and consists of
the following core content:

• Analysis of data
• Mathematics for personal finance
• Estimation
• Critical analysis of given data and models.

In addition, optional content allows students to
extend these ideas and take a deeper look at further
statistical and discrete methods.
Choices include:

• The normal distribution
• Probabilities and estimation
• Correlation and regression
• Critical path analysis
• Expectation
• Cost benefit analysis
• Graphical methods
• Rates of change
• Exponential functions

The course is assessed by two 1.5 hour papers, taken
at the end of Year 12, both worth 50% of the course
and both having pre-release material included in the
assessment.

Universities will not generally require a Core
Mathematics qualification for entry onto a degree
course, and it is not a replacement for courses that
specify A Level Mathematics as a pre-requisite but
universities are increasingly considering Core
Mathematics when making their offers. Universities
value mathematics skills for many different degree
courses. Mathematical and statistical problem solving,
data analysis and interpretation skills can be useful for
a wide variety of undergraduate degrees, and a Core
Mathematics qualification may help you to improve
and maintain these skills, especially if you are not
taking A Level Mathematics or Further Mathematics.
For instance, students in social sciences, business,
psychology, sciences and health sciences who are not
taking A/AS Level Mathematics may find the Core
Mathematics element useful in preparing for
university study where a working application of
mathematics or statistics may be required.

GCSE Mathematics grade 5 or above.

• Biology
• Business Studies
• Chemistry
• Computing
• Economics
• Engineering
• Geography
• Physics

Core maths has given me a very useful insight for 
the maths that’s involved not only in maths-
based careers but also maths that’s essential for 
future day to day life. In core maths you will 
explore the topics of tax, mortgages, student 
loans, national insurance and many other 
practical aspects of maths that’s often desired to 
be taught more in schools. I would (and do) 
recommend it to anyone I can!


